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PPMA Award – “Changing Spaces, Challenging Thinking” 

Change and Transformation at Warwickshire County Council 

  

The challenge 

Four years ago our world changed.  The financial crisis that hit the UK began to deeply 

impact funding at Warwickshire County Council.  30% cuts across services were 

widespread and transformation of services became a necessity.   Where, when and how 

we worked were suddenly under intense scrutiny.     

Many offices were in old, tired accommodation with a range of furniture and IT 

provision, and stacked with paper.   Staff expected their own desk and managers often 

had separate offices.  Desk utilisation rates were under 60% - for teams with a high 

proportion of mobile workers, the office looked very empty during the working week.    

Working beyond team boundaries was an alien experience requiring advanced 

negotiation.   Presenteeism abounded in teams, and anyone working from home felt 

they had to justify this by working even harder.  

The imperative was to consolidate accommodation and reduce the cost of running our 

buildings by £4.4m per year.   But we also had a rare opportunity to rethink how 

accommodation could support the future world of work at WCC.    By physically 

changing office accommodation and underpinning with reliable technology we could 

create the foundations for a smarter world of work - but could we create the cultural and 



behavioural change needed to transition staff from “my space” to “our space”?  Would 

shared workspaces work?  Could we overcome presenteeism?  Were we ready to 

embrace so much change in such a short space of time? 

 Figure 1: Before the change 

What did we do to shift cultural and behavioural change? 

● Set a clear vision and expectation about how our office space would look, feel 

and operate by launching a new Office Accommodation standard.    

● Raised awareness about the changes through various communication channels, 

including innovative use of Yammer and Google Docs to encourage two way 

feedback, and staff stories of change.  

● Won hearts and minds early in the programme by running a successful pilot in 

one of our major office buildings.   Transparency was key. 

● Used appreciative inquiry to develop a “Changing Spaces, Challenging Thinking” 

workshop for managers to stimulate ideas, inspiration and cognitive flexibility.  

After attending, managers felt empowered to drive a new way of working change 

within their team. 

● Delivered “Changing Spaces, Challenging Thinking” sessions to teams - 

examining benefits, discussing concerns and identifying practical changes staff 

could embrace to get the best from their new work environment.  

● Changed thinking about flexibility through new terminology (Fixed, Office and 

Flexible categories) along with the IT needed to support more flexible roles.   

● Shared desks and fluid “team zones” were introduced across whole floors.  Staff 

traded their personalised desk space and in return were liberated to sit where 

they needed to get their job done. 

● Used staff ID badges as the passport to accessing touchdown and hot desk in all 

office buildings, along with a consistent workstation experience. 



● Raised staff confidence with technology through onsite training, supported by self 

directed e-learning modules and training guides.    

● Introduced the concept of “Activity Based Working” through new quiet and 

collaborative zones. 

● Held ‘Open Days’ for staff to visit their new workspace before moving in day.   

● Commissioned a Council wide learning management system to manage and 

monitoring the take up of all aspects learning and development.  

● Extended our corporate learning & development menu to include new modules, 

delivered targeted sessions for teams on request, created new self directed e-

Learning material and repackaged existing intranet guidance.  

 

 

  



 

Benefits and achievements  

● Since the programme began, we have supported over 3000 staff in 

accommodation moves, and delivered over 50 manager workshops and team 

presentations. 

● Post move evaluation surveys have revealed: 

○ over 87% staff understood what new working behaviours were required 

before their team moved into new accommodation. 

○ 87% of managers said they were comfortable managing a more flexible 

team. 

○ 84% of managers said their office move was successful. 

● By reducing the team’s office footprint through new working behaviours, we have 

contributed to the corporate PRP savings objective, which is currently expected 

to be circa £4.2M by end March 2015.    

● By focusing on providing the right technology to support role types, we’ve 

increased the capability of staff to work more flexibly.  This was demonstrated in 

the 2014 SOCITM survey, when Warwickshire scored top out of 65 local 

authorities with the question ‘Does the ICT provided allow you to work flexibly?’.   

The 2014 Staff Survey question ‘I have the right materials and equipment to do 

my job properly’ which scored 75% - an increase of over 5% from the last survey. 

● Teams have comfortably embraced an 8:10 desk ratio.  By revisiting and 

challenging flexible working behaviours, there’s potential to utilise workspace 

even more effectively in future. 

● Reduced the future cost of office moves through consistent workstation 

experience and follow me technology. 

● Removed the silo mindset of sharing workspace and created capability for our 

staff to work where and when they need through access to touchdown and hot 

desking across the county.   12 staff per day now use the Bedworth hot desk 

facility - a rise of 100% from 2 years ago.  

● The combination of changes to workspace, technology and flexible working 

culture are visibly transforming the way we work.   Many staff utilise their laptop 

on wifi to access meeting papers and take notes.   This has led to a reduction in 

paper being printed, less duplication (as written notes no longer need to be typed 

up), and more timely circulation of actions following a meeting.  

● Project teams have been able to work in a collaboration space which encourages 

innovation and creativity to naturally flow through discussion as and when 

needed.   

● Implemented electronic filing and introduced regular housekeeping habits to 

reduce clutter.  The Adults Electronic Social Care solution has reduced office 



filing storage by 95%, creating the capability for staff to securely access 

customer records from where they are working.  

 

 
Figure 2: Our new collaboration space!                       Figure 3:  Shared workspaces really work! 

 


